
 



 

eero’s mobile app provides eero users with a simple and intuitive way to manage their eero network and 
all devices on it. With the app, users view the connectivity status of eeros and devices, add new eeros 
and devices, create and manage user profiles, provide guest access,view network performance 
statistics like speedtest results, discover new functionality like simple device setup, and much more. 

The app is organized into four (4) distinct tabs, which users can navigate to at the bottom of each 
screen: Home, Activity, Discover, and Settings. The Home tab is the launch point when opening the app 
and from there, users can choose where’d they’d like to go and what they’d like to investigate or change.  
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The app offers two visual styles: regular and dark mode. Dark mode enhances visual ergonomics and 
provides comfort of use at night or in dark environments. Dark mode can be turned on in the mobile 
device’s iOS or Android system setting. 
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Intro to the Home Tab 

When users first open their eero 
app, they are presented with the 
Home Tab where they can control 
their eeros, connected devices, 
guest access, and profiles. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
At the top right of the Home tab, users can add devices, profiles, 
eero devices, and guests by clicking on the “+” button. 
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Network Status 

At the top of the Home tab, users are able to check the status of their network. Overall network 
health is categorized into one of three statuses: Healthy, Connecting, and Unhealthy.  

Healthy 
Everything on the network is 
online and looking good. 

 

Connecting 
One or more eeros is in the 
process of connecting. 

 
 

Unhealthy 
One or more eeros is offline. 

 

 
When a network and all its eeros are “Offline,” it means the gateway eero connected to the modem is 
unable to get online. In this scenario, users should ensure their eero is correctly connected to the 
modem and/or powered on. They should also check whether there is an issue with the internet 
connectivity being delivered to the building. 
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Managing eeros 

Users can manage their eeros by clicking on the “Online” network status button at the top of the 
Home tab. Here they can evaluate each eero’s connectivity, restart individual eeros, change the LED 
settings, and remove eeros from their network. 
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eero Details 

Through the app, users can access information on their eeros as well as take certain actions like 
managing LED light settings and restarting or removing their eeros. 

eero Pro menu 

 

eero Beacon menu 

 

Connection 

Indicates whether the eero has a wired or wireless connection back to the 
modem. eeros with a wireless connection also show a connectivity status 
represented by 0 to 5 bars, with 3 bars or better indicating a good wireless 
connection. 

Connection Details 

How many devices are connected to the eero. 

Location 

The name given to the eero by the user based on its location. The name can 
be changed by clicking on Location. 

LED Light 

Whether an eero’s light is on or off. Users can toggle their eero’s LED on or off 
by clicking on LED Light. 

HomeKit 

The version of HomeKit your eero device is running. 

Nightlight 

Whether an eero Beacon’s nightlight is set to turn on when the room is dark or 
at certain times. Users can turn their eero Beacon’s nightlight on/off by 
clicking on Nightlight. 

IP Address 

The eero's current local IP address. 

Software 

The eero’s current firmware version. Tapping here opens firmware release 
notes. 

Advanced 

Detailed information about the eero device. See below for more information. 

Reset 

The ability to reset the eero. 
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Profiles 

Users can access and manage profiles on their network by clicking on the profile in the Profiles 
section. Doing so, they can view what devices are associated with each profile, add devices to the 
profile, edit scheduled pauses, adjust safe filters (eero Secure subscribers), and delete profiles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Add a Device 

 
When adding a device to a 
profile, users can select from 
any devices on the network that 
are not currently associated 
with another profile. 

Add a Scheduled Pause

 

When adding a schedule to 
profile, users can schedule and 
edit pauses in Internet access. 

Add Safe Filters

 
When adding safe filters, users 
can enable Safe Search, Adult 
content filters, Illegal or 
Criminal content filters, and 
Violent content filters. 
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Advanced  

Model 

Describes the type of eero  
(eero, eero Pro, or eero Beacon).  

Model Number 

Lists the eero’s model number. 

Serial Number 

Lists the eero’s serial number. 

Ethernet A (Left) 

MAC address of the left most ethernet port.  

Ethernet B (Right)  

MAC address of the right most ethernet port. 

Wi-Fi BSSID A  

The MAC address of one of the eero’s wireless radios. 

Wi-Fi BSSID B 

The MAC address of another one of the eero’s wireless radios. 

Wi-Fi BSSID C 

(If applicable) The MAC address of the eeros third wireless radio. 
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Managing Client Devices 

The eero app is designed to easily view and manage all the connected client devices on a network. In 
order for a device to join a network, it will need to be added using the wifi login credentials or via an 
Ethernet cable. 

Accessing Client Devices 

Devices are displayed on the main Home tab below 
Profiles and are grouped into categories:  

● Computers & Personal 
● Entertainment 
● Home 
● Other  

Users can select a category and then view all of the 
devices in that category. To view device-specific details, 
users can click on an individual device.  
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Client Device Details 

To view details of a specific device, users can just tap on the device . They’ll then be presented with: 

Connection Status 

Whether a device is online or offline. 

Profile 

Whether a device is connected to a Profile. Users can change 
the Profile by tapping on Profile. 

Safe Filters 

Content filters that have been set for a device’s associated 
profile and, therefore, applicable for the device. 

Type 

Identifies the type of device like a laptop or a phone. 

Connection 

Shows if a device is connected to an eero wired or wirelessly. 
Wireless connections specify 2.4GHz or 5GHz and how healthy 
the connection is, which is represented by 0 to 5 bars, with 3 
bars or better indicating a good connection. 

Connected to 

The eero that the device is currently connected to. 

Activity 

The real-time data usage of the device. 

Manufacturer 

The manufacturer of the device. 

Hostname 

The name given to the device by a user. 

IP Address 

The device’s IP address. 

MAC Address 

The device’s MAC address. 

Block From Network 

The ability for a user to block a device from the network if it is unrecognized. 
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Intro to the Activity Tab 

The Activity tab displays current and past speed test results as well as eero Secure and Secure+ 
security insights (assuming the user is enrolled in one of those security services).  
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Users can find out more information about their most recent speed test and run a new speed test by 
clicking on the Speed icon in the Activity Overview. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Note: if an eero network is offline, it won’t be possible to run a speed test. A user can still view their 
speed test history (see below), but the “Run Speed Test” button will be greyed out and unavailable 
until the network is back online. 
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To review speed test history, Users can click on Timeline where they can find their last 30 speedtest 
results. Speed tests measure the bandwidth of the internet connection from eero gateway to the 
outside internet. 
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For those users enrolled in eero Secure or eero Secure+, they can find out more information about 
their security protection by clicking on the Scans, Threat Blocks, Ad Blocks, and Filters charts. 
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Intro to the Discover Tab 

The Discover tab focuses on functionality that makes a user’s eero system more than just a wifi 
network. Today, this includes eero Secure, eero Secure+ and Amazon wifi Simple Setup, and Apple 
HomeKit. Over time, it’ll grow to include more features and partnerships that make a user’s eero 
system even more integrated and powerful. 
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eero Secure & Secure+ 

Users enrolled in eero Secure and Secure+ can view charts of their network scans, threat blocks, Ad 
Blocks, and content filter blocks. Secure+ users can also enroll in 1Password’s password manager, 
Encrypt.me’s VPN services, and Malwarebytes’ antivirus protection.  
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Amazon wifi Simple Setup 

Amazon wifi Simple Setup can help you connect smart devices to your wifi network in fewer steps if 
you saved your Wi-Fi passwords to Amazon.  If you purchased a supported device on Amazon.com 
and linked the device to your account during checkout, simply power it on and your eeros will 
attempt to connect the device to your wifi network using your stored credentials. 
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Apple HomeKit 

HomeKit provides an added layer of protection for devices on the eero network.  It also allows for 
greater flexibility for controlling and automating smart home devices connected to an eero network. 
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Intro to the Settings Tab 

From the Settings tab, a user can see all current network and account settings, and make changes to 
them as desired. 

Name 

The SSID (name) of the user’s main network.  

Password 

The password for the user’s main network.  

Guest Access 

Enable guests to join the Main or Guest Network by sharing 
login credentials via QR code or email. Turn the Guest Network 
on or off. 

Notifications 

Enable notifications for software updates and new devices on 
the network. 

Software Updates 

See whether the network’s software is up-to-date (or not). Read 
about the features included in the current and past software 
versions. 

Advanced 

Further customize the eero network, including custom DNS, IP 
reservations, and port forwards. 

Account 

View user account details and subscriptions, if applicable. 

Help 

Get answers to common questions and contact Support. 

Switch Networks 

Create and manage other networks associated with the user' 
account.  
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Guest Access 

Users can share their Main Network or a Guest Network by sending an email to guests that includes 
login information or by displaying a QR code on their mobile device, which guests can scan with their 
mobile device’s camera. 

A guest network is a great way for users to enable guest devices to connect to the internet while 
keeping the devices securely isolated from the main network. A device on the guest network cannot 
communicate with any other device on either the guest or main network. 

To change the settings of the guest network, tap on Guest Access from the Settings tab. 

Guest Network 

Turn the guest network on/off. 

Name 

The name of the guest network. By default, it’s name will be the 
same as the main network’s with the addition of “Guest” at the end. 
However, the name of the guest network can be edited . 

Password 

The guest network’s password, which a guest will need to use to join 
the network. By default, it will be random, but it too can be edited. 

Share QR code 

Displays a unique QR code, which guests can scan using their 
mobile device’s camera to automatically join the network. 

Share Wi-Fi Details 

Sends an email to a guest with the network’s SSID and password. 

Note, a guest network is only available if its on/off toggle is on. If the 
toggle is turned off or the network name or password is changed, 
any connected guests will lose connection to the network.   
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Notifications 

Users can enable push notifications to inform them when changes 
occur on the network. 

New Devices 

Turn on to receive a notification when a new device has joined the 
network. 

Software Updates 

Turn on to receive a notification when a software update is available for 
the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

Software Updates 

The Software screen allows users to see the current version of their 
eero software, check for available updates, and manually initiate an 
update.  Note, if a software update is available, but a user does not 
manually initiate it, the eero network will automatically update 
overnight. 
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Advanced Settings 

If a user would like to further customize their eero network, they can do so through the Advanced 
Settings screen. 

Timezone 

The time zone that the network is using for all user settings, 
including scheduled pauses for different Profiles. 

External IP Address 

The gateway eero’s WAN IP address. 

Gateway eero IP Address 

The gateway eero’s LAN IP address. 

IPv6 

Enable/disable IPv6.  IPv6 is a networking standard that 
allows many devices to exist simultaneously on the internet 
and can make the internet faster and more secure. 

Internet connection 

Configure settings that connect the eero network to your 
internet provider  

DNS 

Domain Name Servers (DNS) can be configured and are used 
for translating domain names, such as facebook.com, into IP 
addresses so they can be reached. Users can either use the 
one distributed by their ISP or choose a custom one (such as 
Google DNS or OpenDNS). When eero Plus is enabled, a user 
won’t be able to change their DNS as they need to use eero 
Plus’s specific hardcoded DNS. 
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DHCP & NAT 

Configure how a network assigns an IP addresses to connected 
devices. Users have three options: 

1. Automatic (recommended): eero automatically 
chooses the best settings for the network. 

2. Manual IP: The user sets a custom IP address range for 
their network. This is typically for complex networks. 
The user will need to set the following settings: 

• IP Address Prefix: The user can choose between 
three IP address prefixes: 192.168.0.0; 10.0.0.0; 
or 172.16.0.0 

• Lease Range: 
◦ Subnet IP: The range from which client 

device IP addresses are allocated 
◦ Subnet mask: Separates IP addresses 

into network and client portions 
◦ Starting IP: The first IP address in the 

range 
◦ Ending IP: The last IP address in the 

range 
 

3. Bridge: In bridge mode, the eero gateway no longer act as the main network router. Instead, 
an upstream router will provide all the network settings while the eero gateway and other 
eeros will continue to work as a mesh access points.  Many advanced features such as 
Profiles, blocking devices, eero Secure, and other advanced features will not be available to 
users when bridge mode is turned on. And some app information, such as connected client 
devices, may be inaccurate or missing. 
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Reservations & Port Forwarding 

IP reservations enables users to make sure devices always have the same IP address. 

Users also have the option to setup port forwards, which is helpful when a device or application 
requires direct connections to other devices or services on the Internet. 

To create an IP Reservation: 

1. Tap on Add a reservation 
2. Select a device from the list, e.g. John’s iPhone 
3. Tap on the IP address and edit 
4. Tap save in the upper right corner 

To create a Port Forward: 
Once an IP reservation has been created, the user can set a 
port forward. 

1. Tap on Add a reservation 
2. Select a device from the list, e.g. John’s iPhone 
3. Tap on Open a port 
4. Name the port 
5. Use the external/internal ports as assigned by the 

manufacturer (note: advanced users may already 
have their own ports) 

6. Select the protocol provided by the manufacturer 
7. Tap Save in the upper right corner 
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UPnP 

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) allows devices like game consoles 
and media centers to open ports to the internet automatically. This 
can be enabled by switching the UPnP toggle on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thread 

A networking protocol designed for low-powered devices like smart 
locks, doorbells, fans, and thermostats. All 2nd-generation eero 
hardware—including 2nd generation eeros and eero Beacons—is built 
to support the Thread protocol. 

In the mobile app, users can enable Thread. Doing so will reboot the 
eero network. Note, Thread is not available on Bridged networks. 

Tap the Learn more link for additional information. 
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eero Labs 

eero Labs includes optional functionality for users to try out. This functionality may be great for 
some uses, but not for others.  

Band Steering 

Tracks whether a device has previously been seen on 
both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, and if so attempts to “steer” it 
to 5 GHz to improve long-term device performance. 

Local DNS Caching 

Can improve network performance by storing website 
information at the network-level. 

Smart Queue Management 

Prevents devices from hogging bandwidth and 
degrading the connectivity of other devices on the 
network.  
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Reset 

The Reset screen allows the user to restart or delete the network. 

Restart Network 

Users can restart their network by tapping Restart Network.  This will 
briefly disconnect the eero network from the internet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delete Network 

A user can delete their network by tapping Delete Network. The network 
will stop broadcasting and will no longer be available.  Note, doing so will 
cause all associated eeros and devices to drop offline and all network 
settings will be lost.  

A new network will need to be created and configured, and eeros and 
devices will need to be added to this new network. from the Delete 
network screen  
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Account 

This section includes information about a user’s eero 
account, including their name, phone number, and 
email address. This information allows the user to 
log into their account and access their network. 

To receive information on the latest eero products, 
features, and promotions, users can toggle on Stay 
Up to Date.  
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Help 

Tap the Help screen for common troubleshooting solutions and additional support. 

 

Contact Us 

● Visit the eero online Help Center at 
   support.eero.com 

● Email the ISP’s support team 
● Call the ISP’s support team 

Troubleshooting 

To help resolve the most common issues user can 
run a health check on the network.  The health check 
will provide insight into any issues related to internet 
connectivity and eero 

Additional Resources 

To help resolve the most common issues   
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Switch Networks 

Multiple networks can be created and managed under one user 
account using eero’s Switch Network feature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Add another network 

To start, tap Switch Networks.  

Select a network to manage. 

To add a new network, click Add another network.  This will walk the 
user through the process of setting up a new eero network. 
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